
getting data in

Omatic Solutions
The best integration tools and data hygiene utilities for Raiser’s Edge®, 

Raiser’s Edge NXT®, Blackbaud CRM® and Financial Edge®

ImportOmatic is the industry leading data integration solution that allows you to quickly 
join data from disparate sources while maintaining high data quality in Raiser’s Edge. Save time while 
getting the most value out of your data and your Blackbaud investment! 

ImportOmatic Connectors provide bidirectional, direct systems 
integration between Raiser’s Edge and 3rd party tools like Luminate Online, MailChimp, Classy & more!

List Management easily automates, manages records 
and prioritizes lists from nearly any system such as acquisition lists, student 
info systems, or grateful patient program data. 

Scheduler provides complete automation of your data integrations by scheduling imports 
and exports at any time. 

Data & Address Service standardizes address 
data as the information is imported into Raiser’s Edge. The standardized 
addresses are parsed into their component parts to enable comprehensive 
duplicate searching by address. 

managing & analyzing data

MergeOmatic automatically identifies duplicate records in Raiser’s Edge and allows you 
to filter, review and merge them in bulk! ask us how you can get started today with a free 30-day trial!

Retrace tracks additions, deletions, and updates throughout Raiser’s Edge. Intuitive search 
filters allow you to review what’s happening across your entire database or zoom in on specific changes 
by record, change type, user, and more! Reverse unwanted changes, directly. 
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QueryOmatic provides Raiser’s Edge users with total control over their queries across 
the organization. With QueryOmatic, you can easily clean up and manage Raiser’s Edge query tables, 
identify unused or outdated queries and delete queries in bulk.

ActionOmatic can help you edit in-line for virtually all fields on the Actions tab, easily 
link to existing or add new proposals, find actions through searching by notes content, increase visibility 
by seeing all action-related information in one place and sort and filter actions by nearly any field.

EventOmatic expands the functionality of the Event module in Raiser’s Edge, helping to 
streamline the management of event details for participants. This includes the ability to add participants, 
gifts, registration fees and placeholder guests with just one click.

RecordRadar helps you find all your constituents within a 
specified zip code or postal code radius. Simply specify the zip code you wish to 
search within and the desired radius for your search. 

PostOmatic allows data to be exported into a format that is targeted 
for any and all external accounting systems with direct integration into Raiser’s Edge. 

MailOmatic for Schools allows organizations to automatically email 
tuition statements, projected statements, receipts, report cards, infraction reports and schedules to the 
appropriate recipients from within Education Edge.

MailOmatic for accounting allows organizations to easily email 
invoices, paystubs, 1099s, purchase orders and EFT notifications from within Financial Edge. 

Pospay helps prevent check fraud by creating “Positive Pay” data files in the 
format required by your bank, directly from the bank record within Financial Edge.

getting data out

ImportOmatic features new connectors that make export a one-step process. It’s time 
to spend less time manipulating your data and more time leveraging it. Keep all of your systems in sync 
by pushing data from Raiser’s Edge to any external destination. 

ImportOmatic Connectors provide bidirectional direct systems 
integration between Raiser’s Edge and 3rd party tools like Luminate Online, MailChimp, Classy & more!

ScoreOmatic allows you to create custom scores for your constituents based on any 
criteria in the Raiser’s Edge that you define. Tailored scoring allows you to categorize and prioritize your 
constituents in a meaningful way. 

SegmentOmatic allows for user-defined segmentation of anything you can query 
within Raiser’s Edge. With the ability to quickly segment donors, users gain a visual breakdown of donor 
activity by recency, frequency and monetary value.
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Get your demo on at omaticsoftware.com | info@omaticsoftware.com


